Morris Tells of Life
In Arctic in 1920’s
Retired fur trapper and the trap line. The Eskimos were
trader, Oliver Morris, was the known as the “ long haired peo
guest speaker at the monthly ple.” The men and women had
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“‘After
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® “The first winter was a tough took me about 45 minutes to make
one,” Oliver said. “ We had taken a snow house out of chunks of
only one bag of coal with us ice,” Morris said. He always
r v expecting we would find lots of carried a 14-inch snow knife
with him to do the job. “ A new
^ driftwood to burn. There was
tf w ery little driftwood, so we burn-, ly made snow -house is very
ed blubber, animal bones, any warm. We cut an airhole in the
thing we could get our hands roof to get oxygen. ”
In the summertime Morris shot
on to keep warm.”
seals and caught Arctic char fish
When summer came Morris for dog food. The caribou crossed
bought coal from the Hudson Bay Coronation Gulf to Victoria Land
manager on board the “Bay- in the spring and back again in
chino,” later called the “ Ghost the fall. The herds numbered
Ship of the Arctic.” The coal in the hundred thousands and
was $500 a ton, Morris bought even the millions, Morris said.
just a few bags.
Morris would spear seals through
the ice in the winter.
In the 1920,s white fox was
After 10 years of hard work
.worth about $70 a skin. Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Morris moved
Morris did the trading with the to Pt. Barrow to start a trading
Eskimos while her husband ran post

